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1: Iron Gods | Obsidian Portal
The Iron Gods Player's Guide gives players all the spoiler-free information, inspiration, and new rules they'll need to
create characters prepared for delving into the adventure and mysteries of the Iron Gods Adventure Path.

Misplaced sci-fi in a fantasy world Flavour Plot Summary Adventure Path Synopses Numeria has a long
history of mystery and wonder buried under its rugged landscape, for on that one fateful night thousands of
years ago, the Rain of Stars scarred the land. The fragmented remnants of a ship from beyond the stars fell
from the sky, scattering strange technological ruins and deadly perils across the land. Today, these sites are
feared by the barbaric tribes and coveted by the sinister spellcasters of the Technic League. Yet something
worse than brutish berserker or super-science wizard has risen to power in these hidden technological halls.
When the fire is suddently extinguished, the heroes must delve a previously unknown set of caves below the
town that lead to a strange buried metallic ruin. Will the heroes survive the technological dungeon, or will they
fall in a hail of robotic foes and laser fire? I will be accepting players, shooting to have 5 players. Guns are
emerging, but there will be a ton of firearm options throughout this campaign. I started running this campaign
back in , but had to stop due to RL issues. Things are very much most stable in my life and I feel like this
would be a good time to restart this. This time there are no pre-selected players. I myself post during the week,
and keep the weekend for quick OOC posts, and spending time with my family. Feel free to ask any questions
you might have. Archaeologist - What does this do? Why is that clock counting down now? Is that beeping a
bad thing? I would like to be able to type your character names easily. Anything else will need review and
approval. Any, but you have to be able to work as a party. A little empathy can go a long way. Pictures help,
but words speak to us as well. You will start the game already in a group, but Please reference your intended
campaign trait. Links to other standard posts are acceptable. What your character thinks of the other finished
characters. Character Creation Stat Generation: Roll or take average whichever is higher. May include a
drawback to take an additional trait, not for a feat.
2: Humble Bundle 'Pathfinder' Worldscape Bundle - GeekDad
The starsoul and stormborn bloodlines from Pathfinder RPG Advanced Player's Guide both have thematic and
mechanical benefits in this campaign. and stargazer (oracle) archetypes suit the themes of Iron Gods. as well as a
number of useful traits. and savage barbarian (barbarian) fit some of the themes of this campaign.

3: Pathfinder Iron Gods: Fires of Creation - RPG Crossing
Pathfinder Adventure Path - Iron Gods - Player's Guide - Download as PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read online. RPG
(Pathfinder) Player Guide for the Adventure Series Iron Gods.

4: Iron Gods (adventure path) - PathfinderWiki
Ability Scores are determined with a 20 point buy. Races: Dwarf, Elf, Human, Halfling, Half-orc, Half-elf, Gnome ;
Changeling, Android, Ratfolk; Tiefling, however.

5: Character Creation | Pathfinder: Iron Gods | Obsidian Portal
DESC: The Iron Gods Player's Guide gives players all the spoiler-free information, inspiration, and new rules they'll need
to create characters prepared for delving into the adventure and mysteries of the Iron Gods Adventure Path.

6: Iron Gods Campaign | Obsidian Portal
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Yeah, the tech guide is pretty important to Iron Gods, but it's also pretty specific to Numeria (the Numeria book calles the
technology guide a sister book). It also came out at the same time as People of the Stars, so it's probably meant to
combo with that and Distant Worlds for campaigns set in the Golarion solar system.

7: PZOE Iron Gods Players www.enganchecubano.com - Google Drive
The first volume in the Iron Gods Adventure Path, Fires of Creation is a Pathfinder Roleplaying Game adventure for
1st-level characters that, for the first time ever, blends elements of science fiction and fantasy to create a unique
campaign experience.

8: Pathfinderâ€™s Iron Gods adventure path launches, Playerâ€™s Guide available â€¢ Ten Copper
The new Iron Gods adventure path for Pathfinder launched yesterday, with the first part â€” Fires of Creation â€” now
available to purchase on Paizo's site.. Iron Gods is set in Numeria, the "savage land of super-science", and quite frankly
sounds pretty badass.

9: Iron Gods Player's Guide - PathfinderWiki
I have added the Items section and moved the Loot Log there. I will also list artifacts and important items there for
reference. Iron Gods Half Way Recap.
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